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Market Comment

Recent comments by Bank of Canada governor Tiff Macklem signaled a more “hawkish” stance by the
central bank which could see the bank begin to curtail its stimulus measures. The bank is reducing its
bond buying and markets now expect the bank to begin raising interest rates in the latter half of 2022,
rather than in 2023 as many originally anticipated. Central Banks typically raise rates to prevent the
economy from overheating and to contain inflation, which may be what the bank is seeking to do based
on its expectations of 6.5% GDP growth in 2021. The bank also said that it expects inflation to
approach the top of its target range of 1-3% in the coming months.

Another important implication of this outlook from the bank is for the Canadian Dollar. Higher domestic
interest rates are positive for the Canadian Dollar, so if the Bank of Canada raises rates before rates are
raised in the US, we could see a higher CAD/USD exchange rate.

| Source: Bank of Canada, Reuters, Oceanfront Wealth Management
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Canadian Dollar

The Canadian Dollar has risen dramatically compared to the US Dollar over the past year. This has been a
significant drag on any unhedged US assets held by Canadian investors. If the Bank of Canada begins to
raise interest rates before the US Federal Reserve does, as is currently expected, this trend is likely to
continue.

| Source: Stockcharts.com, Ocean Front Wealth Management
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Stimulus Response: COVID vs. GFC

Compared to the Global Financial 
Crisis (GFC), the stimulus and 
support response for the Covid-19 
crisis has been enormous.  The 
loss of GDP due to the Covid-19 
recession shown on the left is 
about a quarter of the size of the 
GFC GDP loss in the US, but the 
fiscal support response as shown 
on the right chart is about four 
times larger this time around.  This 
is likely one of the reasons why 
markets rebounded more quickly 
and didn’t fall as far as they did in 
2008/2009.

| Source: Blackrock, Ocean Front Wealth Management
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Bull Market in Lumber

Lumber prices continue to make new highs and have quadrupled over the past
year. According to analysis from the National Association of Homebuilders, this
price increase has added US$36,000 to the cost new homes in the US.

310% increase in only 12 
months is a major cost 
increase for home 
construction 

| Source: BNN Bloomberg, Ocean Front Wealth Management
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Canadian Real Estate

Lumber costs are one factor pushing housing prices to new highs in Canada. According to data from CREA, monthly
home sales have gone from 18,000/month at the pandemic low to nearly 70,000 last month, and the benchmark price
for a 2-story single family home has increased by close to 25%. It will be interesting to see if the pandemic fueled
demand for more living space continues through the re-opening.

| Source: CREA, Ocean Front Wealth Management
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New Housing Starts - Canada

High prices tend to attract new supply to markets, and monthly new housing starts in Canada
recently reached the highest level since the 1970’s. There is a lag time for construction, but this
increased supply should put some downward pressure on housing prices eventually.

| Source: Bloomberg Professional, Ocean Front Wealth Management
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SECOND 
OPINION 
SERVICE

Do you have friends, family members or business associates not getting the advice and
guidance they need? Our first-hand experience is that over 90% of high-net-worth
individuals that come to us have not developed a comprehensive written plan with their
current advisor. Having a written financial plan specific to your goals is essential to
achieving what’s most important to you. This is why we created the complimentary
SECOND OPINION SERVICE™ exclusively for friends, family and associates of our
valued clients and professional network.

Our service has one goal in mind; to increase your Peace of Mind™.
™

https://oceanfrontwealthmanagement.com/second-opinion-service/
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Disclaimer

This information has been prepared by Scott Keast and Shane McMahon
who are Portfolio Managers for iA Private Wealth® and does not
necessarily reflect the opinion of iA Private Wealth®. The information
contained in this presentation comes from sources we believe reliable,
but we cannot guarantee its accuracy or reliability. The opinions
expressed are based on an analysis and interpretation dating from the
date of publication and are subject to change without notice.
Furthermore, they do not constitute an offer or solicitation to buy or sell
any of the securities mentioned. The information contained herein may
not apply to all types of investors. The Portfolio Managers can open
accounts only in the provinces in which they are registered.

iA Private Wealth Inc. is a member of the Canadian Investor Protection
Fund and the Investment Industry Regulatory Organization of Canada. iA
Private Wealth is a trademark and business name under which iA Private
Wealth Inc. operates.

Copyright © 2021 Ocean Front Wealth Management, All rights reserved.
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